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Introduction

There are two main elements of any comprehensive statement of a discipline:
what are the essential multiple elements of the foundations of the field,
and how do they fit together to “give a single heartbeat” to the structure of
the discipline. No single volume can hope to provide all of the details of both
of those elements, but the substance and structure of this book are designed to
serve those two mantras for selected engineering materials and applications.

Interestingly, the material in the book is arranged in reverse order. The “heart-
beat” is addressed with the most fundamental framework for the subject, the
“Foundations for modeling of composites for durability analysis” in Chapter 1
and the “Role of uncertainty in the durability of composite material systems”
in Chapter 2. Chapters 3 and 4 follow with discussions of what may be the
principle driver of the subject in current society, durability and reliability of
aerospace materials and combined mechanical and fire/thermal loading of
aerospace, vehicular, and civil structures. Chapter 5 defines the subject for
wind turbines, one of the largest free standing composite structures, with
growing importance to our society. Chapters 6 and 7 address infrastructure, civil
and geoinfrastructure composites that present unique challenges of size, cost,
and safety. Chapters 8 and 9 address the broad area of energy conversion and
storage, first for the nuclear power industry where the need for reliability and
durability is critical for society and then for energy conversion where we are
literally at the dawn of a new era. Chapter 10 addresses medical composite
systems where the challenges and horizons are remarkably numerous and
challengingdperhaps the most multidisciplinary application area of all. Chapter
11 examines bonded systems; it is surprising how many vehicular and other
safety critical structures in our lives are “stuck together” with a bond line as a
critical element of the component. And Chapter 12 presents what may be the first
ever statement of the field for components that are made by additive
manufacturing, one of the most rapidly growing areas of technology and science
in our society.

So what is the “heartbeat” in this complex mixture? What is the “simple
takeaway” from our book? Each of us who read (including those of us whowrote)
the bookwill have a different answer to that question. Some candidates include the
following. “Durability and Reliability” are defined by “Performance,” i.e., they
are defined by what we want/expect a system of materials to do, and by who
and what are affected by how well, often, and long the system is able to deliver
that performance. So by definition, the subject/discipline must include not only
discrete elements of science and math but also many nondiscrete elements



of logic, order/disorder, chance, and uncertainty that are just as precisely and rigorously
defined and applied. So what is the single theme? Perhaps uniquely, durability and
reliability are defined by a unique combination and balance of discrete and nondiscrete
rigor that enters every aspect of our economy and our personal livesdas we drive, fly,
walk, work, live, and prosper in an ever changing society.

On behalf of our group of amazing chapter authors, I extend my welcome to all
readers and hope the book helps you to share our fascination and dedication to this
subject.

Kenneth L. Reifsnider
Editor

xii Introduction
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1.1 Introduction to microemacro modeling with
numerical methods

1.1.1 Basic concepts in microemacro modeling

The macroscale properties, macrostress tensor s and macrostrain tensor ε, are
defined as the volume average of the microscale stress and strain tensors over the
representative volume element (RVE):

s ¼ 1
V

Z
U
sdU

ε ¼ 1
V

Z
U
εdU

(1.1)

where V is the volume of the RVE. In the absence of body forces, applying the Gauss
theorem allows rewriting these two expressions as

s ¼ 1
V

I
vU
t5xdS

ε ¼ 1
V

I
vU

1
2
ðu5nþ n5uÞdS

(1.2)

The deformation energy at the macroscopic level should be equal to the volume
average of microscale stress work. It means that at any equilibrium state of the RVE
characterized by the stress field s and the strain field ε, the HilleMandel principle
must be satisfied (see Ref. [1]):

s : ε ¼ 1
V

Z
U
s : εdU (1.3)

From Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2), the Hill-Mandel principle can be rewritten as:I
vU
ðt�s$nÞ$ðu� ε$xÞdS ¼ 0 (1.4)

Without loss of generality, the microscopic displacement field on the RVE bound-
ary u can be decomposed into two parts: the mean part u and the zero-mean fluctuation
part ue:

u ¼ uþ ue ¼ ε$xþ ue (1.5)
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These definitions allow one to express the HilleMandel condition in a more conve-
nient form:I

vU
t$uedS ¼ 0 (1.6)

The boundary condition of the RVE for the displacement field and the traction field
t should be defined to satisfy Eq. (1.4) or (1.6). Three types of boundary conditions are
generally considered:

1. Constant traction boundary condition: the traction field at the boundary of the RVE vV is
prescribed in terms of the macroscopic stress:

t ¼ s$n cx ˛ vU (1.7)

2. Linear displacement boundary condition: the displacement field at the boundary of the RVE
is constrained in terms of the macroscopic strain:

ue ¼ u� ε$x ¼ 0 cx ˛ vU (1.8)

3. Periodic boundary conditions: at the boundary of the RVE, vU is decomposed into two parts:
a positive part vUþ and a negative part vU� with vUþ W vU� ¼ vU, vUþ X vU� ¼ B,
and with the associated outward normal nþ ¼ �n� at corresponding points xþ ˛ vUþ and
x� ˛ vU�, respectively. The periodic boundary condition represents the periodicity of fluc-
tuations field and antiperiodicity of the traction field on the RVE boundary:

ue�xþ� ¼ ue�x�� cxþ ˛ vUþ and matching x� ˛ vU�

t
�
xþ

� ¼ �t
�
x�

�
cxþ ˛ vUþ and matching x� ˛ vU�

(1.9)

For elastic materials, the average tangent moduli Ceff can be solved by the linear
relation of the macrostress tensor s and the macrostrain tensor ε:

s ¼ Ceff : ε (1.10)

1.1.2 Historical overview and objectives of this chapter

There are several widely used analytical tools to predict the overall properties of
heterogeneous materials. For example, Hashin and Shtrikman (1963) developed
variational principles to estimate the upper and lower bounds of the elasticity or
compliance tensor. Hill (1965) developed a self-consistent approach to estimate the
homogenized material properties. Analytical methods have their unique value in the
study of micromechanics. However, because most of these methods follow the work
of Eshelby (1957), namely the elastic field of an ellipsoidal inclusion in an infinite
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medium, these methods can neither consider complex material structures with random
distribution of particles, nor give the microscale stress concentrations caused by their
interactions.

The need for predicting the overall properties of a material with complex geom-
etry, distribution, and arbitrary volume fraction of inclusions promoted the develop-
ment of computational tools for micromechanics. A popular way of doing this is to
use finite elements to model an RVE. By its concept, an RVE is a microscopic
material volume, which is statistically representative of the infinitesimal material
neighborhood of the macroscopic material point of interest. By modeling simple
loading cases of the RVE, the microscopic stress field and strain field in the RVE
can be computed by the finite element method. And the homogenized material
properties are calculated by relating the macroscopic (average) stress tensor to the
macroscopic (average) strain tensor. The finite element method and asymptotic
homogenization theory were also combined to perform multiscale modeling of struc-
tures composed of heterogeneous materials. However, it is well known that primal
finite elements, which involve displacement type of nodal shape functions, are highly
inefficient for modeling stress concentration problems. Accurate computation of the
fields around a single inclusion or fiber may need many thousands of elements. For
example, the mesh of an Al/SiC particulate composite unit cell model typically con-
sists of around 76,000 10-node tetrahedral elements with ABAQUS in the study of
Chawla, Ganesh [2]. Moreover, meshing of an RVE, which contains a large number
of inclusions/fibers, can be human-labor intensive. For the expensive burden of
computation as well as meshing, the aforementioned computational models mostly
use a unit cell as the RVE, assuming the microstructure of material is strictly peri-
odic. This obviously cannot account for the complex shapes and distributions of
materials of different phases.

To reduce the burden of computation and meshing, the authors proposed the idea
of computational grains (CGs). Each CG can include an inhomogeneity in it, and the
microstructures are discretized with several CGs. Compared with FEM, the CG
method needs no fine meshes and can directly model the microstructures. CGs can
save several orders of magnitude of computational burden and, in addition, precisely
capture the stress concentrations (which enable the prediction of damage precursors
at interfaces) around microstructural fibers/inclusions much more accurately than the
usual FEM. With CGs, virtual design and virtual testing of composites containing a
large amount of inhomogeneities can be carried out, so composites can be designed,
tested, and optimized in silico before they are actually manufactured in the
laboratory.

This chapter is aimed at presenting in detail high-performance computational
tools for the modeling of composite materials using CGs, which can directly simulate
the micro- and macroscale mechanical behaviors of composite materials efficiently
and accurately. It systematically introduces state-of-the-art computational methods
to develop a high-performance computational tool with a special focus on the CG
method for micromechanical analysis. In the current state of the art, the method of
CGs to model the microstructure can be used in conjunction with multiscale
modeling, to perform a two-level analysis of the microstructure first to compute
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the macrostructural properties, and then to perform the macrostructural analysis
using structural finite elements. In reverse, a macrostructural analysis may be per-
formed first using structural finite elements, and then a local microstructural analysis
using CGs may be performed, to compute the microstructural interfacial stresses
accurately, to predict microstructural damage. With advances in petascale and quan-
tum computing, in the near future, it will be possible to model entire structural
components using the presently described micromechanical CGs directly rather
than using the currently popular structural finite elements. Thus, damaged precursors
at the microlevel in a structural component can easily be detected, and the life of a
structural component can be more precisely predicted.

1.2 Computational grains for particulate composites

1.2.1 Governing equations for 3D elastic heterogeneous
materials

A typical representative material or volume element (RVE) of 3D elastic particulate
composites is shown in Fig. 1.1a. Details about algorithms to construct random
microstructures and to form the RVE can be found in Ref. [3]. Here, we just use
the algorithms to build the RVE and focus on the CG method itself. Using the mesh-
ing technology such as Voronoi Diagram, the RVE is discretized into virtual
polyhedral CG elements based on the location and size of heterogeneities, as illus-
trated in Fig. 1.1b. In each CG, a spherical void/elastic inclusion can be included.
Fig. 1.1c is a polyhedral CG with a spherical inhomogeneity.

The solutions of 3D linear elasticity for the matrix as well as inclusions in each CG
should satisfy the following equations of the equilibrium equation, the compatibility
equation, as well as the constitutive relations (assuming that both the matrix and the
inclusion are linear elastic and undergo only small deformations):

V $sk þ fk ¼ 0 (1.11)

ε
k ¼ 1

2

�
Vuk þ �

Vuk
�T�

(1.12)

sk ¼ lktr
�
ε
k�I2 þ 2mkεk (1.13)

where the superscript k ¼ m denotes the matrix material, and k ¼ c denotes multiple
inclusions. uk , εk , and sk are respectively, the displacements, strains, and stresses in the
matrix and in the inclusions. fk is the body force, which can be neglected for
micromechanics of composites. V$ and V are the divergence and gradient operators.

lk ¼ nkEk

ð1� 2nkÞð1þ nkÞ and mk ¼ Ek

2ð1þ nkÞ are Lamé constants for matrix/inclusions,

where Ek and nk are the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio. I2 is the 3D second order
unit tensor.
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(b)
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  Ωe
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t∂

  Ωe

c  Ωe

c  Ωe
∂

Figure 1.1 (a) An illustration of a matrix containing multiple inhomogeneities; (b) the RVE
after tessellation into virtual CGs; (c) a representative polyhedral CG with an inhomogeneity.
CGs, computational grains; RVE, representative volume element.
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The interface conditions can be written as:

um ¼ uc at vUe
c ½matrix=inclusion interface� (1.14)

nm $sm þ nc$sc ¼ 0 at vUe
c ½matrix=inclusion interface� (1.15)

The boundary conditions can be written as:

um ¼ u at Seu ½b.c on a CG� (1.16)

nm $sm ¼ t at Set ½b.c on a CG� (1.17)

where u and t are the prescribed boundary displacements and boundary tractions at
the displacement boundary Seu and the traction boundary Set of the domain Ue;
respectively. In addition to the equations above, displacement continuity and traction
reciprocity should be satisfied between neighboring CGs.

1.2.2 Multifield boundary variational principles for 3D
computational grain method

In this subsection, multifield boundary variational principles for the CG method are
presented in detail. In the CG method, the constitutive equations, compatibility
equations, and equilibrium equations are all a priori satisfied by the assumed Trefftz
functions for displacement fields in the matrix and the heterogeneity individually,
whereas the interface/boundary conditions are to be satisfied in a weak sense from
the stationarity conditions of a scalar functional. The detailed discussion is given
in the following.

To develop CGs, we consider independently assumed displacement fields in the
interior of each phase, which is a linear combination of complete Trefftz trial functions
as discussed in Section 1.3.2. That is to say, the displacement fields satisfy the Navier’s
equation in the matrix/inclusion individually:

V2uk þ 1
1� 2nk

V
�
V $ uk

� ¼ 0; k ¼ m or c (1.18)

Another set of displacement eum, which satisfies the inter-CG displacement continu-
ity and essential boundary conditions a priori, is introduced:

eum ¼ u at Seu (1.19)

Then the inter-CG traction reciprocity as well as the matrix/heterogeneity inter-
face conditions can be satisfied in a weak form by the condition of stationarity of
the boundary functional P1 (note that P1 is a boundary-only functional, since the
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equilibrium, compatibility, and constitutive equations are all satisfied by the Trefftz
functions uk; k ¼ m or c):

P1ðeum;um; ucÞ¼X
e

(
�
Z
vUe þ vUe

c

1
2
tm $ umdSþ

Z
vUe

m

tm $ eumdS� Z
Set

t $ eumdS)

þ
X
e

(Z
vUe

c

tm $ ucdSþ
Z
vUe

c

1
2
tc $ ucdS

)
(1.20)

which leads to EulereLagrange equations:

tm ¼ t at Set ½traction b.c. on a CG�
um ¼ eum at vUe ½inter CG compatibilitiy�
tmþ þ tm� ¼ 0 at re ½inter CG traction reciprocity�
um ¼ uc at vUe

c ½matrix=inclusion interface compatibility�
tm þ tc ¼ 0 at vUe

c ½matrix=inclusion traction reciprocity�

(1.21)

When the element includes a void instead of an elastic inclusion, euc is merely
assumed independently at vUe

c, and we use the following variational principle:

P2ðeum;um; eucÞ¼X
e

(
�
Z
vUe þ vUe

c

1
2
tm $ umdSþ

Z
vUe

m

tm $ eumdS� Z
Set

t $ eumdS)

þ
X
e

Z
vUe

c

tm $ eucdS
(1.22)

which leads to EulereLagrange equations:

tm ¼ t at Set

um ¼ eum at vUe

tmþ þ tm� ¼ 0 at re

um ¼ euc at vUe
c

tm ¼ 0 at vUe
c

(1.23)
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1.2.3 PapkovicheNeuber solution

For 3D isotropic elasticity, the general solutions in the matrix and in the inclusion can
be expressed by using the PapkovicheNeuber solution (see Ref. [4]):

u¼ �
4ð1� nÞB�VðR $BþB0Þ

�
= 2m

¼ �
4ð1� nÞB�R $ ðVBÞT�VB0

�
= 2m (1.24)

B0;B are scalar and vector harmonic functions, which are sometimes called
PapkovicheNeuber potentials.

The second equation in Eq. (1.24) can be written in the following index form:

ui¼
�ð3� 4nÞBi� xkBk;i�B0;i

�
=2m (1.25)

An interesting fact of the 3D PapkovicheNeuber solution is that the 3D displace-
ments as in Eq. (1.24) have a very similar form to the displacements in 2D expressed in
terms of complex potentials, as shown in Ref. [5]. However, unlike the approach of
complex potentials, for a specific displacement field in 3D, the harmonic potentials
have high degrees of freedom. That is to say, there may exist many different sets of
B0;B1;B2;B3, which are harmonic potentials of the same specific displacement field.
This renders one to think about if it is possible to drop the scalar harmonic function, to
express the solution as:

u¼ ½4ð1� nÞB�VR $B�=2m (1.26)

It was proved in Ref. [4] that Eq. (1.26) is complete for the infinite region, which is
external to a closed surface for any v. However, for a simply connected domain, Eq.
(1.26) is complete only when ns 0:25.

By expressing B0 to be a specific function of B, it is shown that a specific case of the
PapkovicheNeuber solution only is:

u¼ ½4ð1� nÞBþR $VB�RV $BÞ�=2m (1.27)

which is complete for a simply connected domain, for any n.
For detailed discussions of the completeness of the PapkovicheNeuber solution

(see Ref. [4]).

1.2.4 Spherical harmonics

As shown in the previous section, B in Eqs. (1.26) and (1.27) is a vector that should
satisfy the Laplace equation. For spherical inclusion/void problems discussed in this
chapter, we express B as a linear combination of spherical harmonics. In this subsec-
tion, we give a brief introduction to spherical harmonics. For detailed discussions, one
can refer to the monograph [6].

Foundations of modeling of composites for durability analysis 9



See the spherical coordinates as shown in Fig. 1.2. For the internal problem of a
sphere, (see Fig. 1.3a), l, which satisfy the Laplace equation, can be expanded as:

lp¼
XN
n¼0

Rn

(
a00YC

0
0ðq;4Þþ

Xn
m¼1

�
amn YC

m
n ðq;4Þþ bmn YS

m
n ðq;4Þ

�)
(1.28)

For external problems in a finite domain, a hollow sphere, for instance, see
Fig. 1.3b, l can be expanded as:

lpþ lk ¼
XN
n¼0

Rn

(
c00YC

0
0ðq;4Þþ

Xn
m¼1

�
cmn YC

m
n ðq;4Þþ dmn YS

m
n ðq;4Þ

�)

þ
XN
n¼0

R�ðnþ1Þ
(
e00YC

0
0ðq;4Þþ

Xn
m¼1

�
emn YC

m
n ðq;4Þþ f mn YSmn ðq;4Þ

�)
(1.29)

Figure 1.2 Spherical coordinates.

Figure 1.3 Illustrations of typical domains for the Laplace equation: (a) a sphere; (b) a finite
domain external to a sphere.
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where

Ym
n ðq;4Þ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2nþ 1
4p

ðn� mÞ!
ðnþ mÞ!

s
Pm
n ðcosðqÞÞeim4

¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2nþ 1
4p

ðn� mÞ!
ðnþ mÞ!

s
Pm
n ðcosðqÞÞ½cosðm4Þþ i sinðm4Þ�

¼ YCm
n ðq;4Þþ iYSmn ðq;4Þ

(1.30)

Fig. 1.4 gives visual representations of the first few real spherical harmonics.
Yellow portions represent regions where the function is positive, and blue portions
represent where it is negative. The distance of the surface from the origin indicates
the absolute value of Ym

n ðq;4Þ in angular direction.

1.2.5 The scaled Trefftz trial functions for the inclusion and
matrix

Now we can express the Trefftz trial functions used in the CG method in terms of the
PapkovicheNeuber solution, in which spherical harmonics are employed. For the
inclusion, the displacement field uc can be derived by substituting the nonsingular
harmonics:

Bc
p¼

Xpc
n¼0

	
R

Rc


n(
a00YC

0
0ðq;4Þþ

Xn
l¼1

h
alnYC

l
nðq;4Þþ blnYS

l
nðq;4Þ

i)
(1.31)

into Eq. (1.27):

uc¼ ucp ¼
h
4ð1� ncÞBc

pþR $VBc
p�RV $Bc

p

i
=2mc (1.32)

Figure 1.4 Illustrations of spherical harmonics.
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where the superscript cdenotes the inclusion, and aln and bln are the unknown
coefficients in b (Eq. 1.38) and g (Eq. 1.44).

The displacement field um in the matrix is the summation of ump (the nonsingular
part) and umk (the singular part, with the singularity located at the center of the
inclusion). ump can be derived by substituting

Bm
p ¼

Xpm
n¼0

	
R

Rm


n(
c00YC

0
0ðq;4Þþ

Xn
l¼1

h
clnYC

l
nðq;4Þþ dlnYS

l
nðq;4Þ

i)
(1.33)

into Eq. (1.27), and umk can be derived by substituting

Bm
k ¼

Xkm
n¼0

	
R

Rc


�ðnþ1Þ(
e00YC

0
0ðq;4Þþ

Xn
l¼1

h
elnYC

l
nðq;4Þþ f lnYS

l
nðq;4Þ

i)
(1.34)

into Eq. (1.26):

um ¼ ump þ umk

ump ¼
h
4ð1� vÞBm

p þ R$VBm
p � RV$Bm

p

�i
=2mm

umk ¼ �
4ð1� vÞBm

k � VR$Bm
k

�
=2mm

(1.35)

where cln, d
l
n, e

l
n, f

l
n are the unknown coefficients in a (Eq. 1.37). Rm and Rc are the

characteristic lengths introduced to scale the Trefftz trial functions; thereby the
difficult algebraic problem of solving ill-conditioned systems of equations can be
avoided. For this problem, Rm is the maximum radial distance of points in the matrix,

and Rc is the radius of the inclusion, see Fig. 1.5. Therefore,

	
R

Rm


n
and	

R

Rc


�ðnþ1Þ
are confined between 0 and 1 for any point in the matrix, and

	
R

Rc


n
is

confined between 0 and 1 for any point in the inclusion.
We illustrate the reason why we use characteristic lengths to scale the Trefftz trial

functions. See Fig. 1.6 for the geometry of the element. Material properties of the
matrix are Em ¼ 1; vm ¼ 0:25. Two kinds of heterogeneities are considered: an
elastic inclusion with Ec ¼ 2; vc ¼ 0:3, and a void. Stiffness matrices of the CG
are computed, with and without using characteristic lengths to scale Trefftz trial func-
tions. Condition number of coefficient matrices Haa in Eqs. (1.41) and (1.45) used to
relate to with/without using characteristic lengths to scale Trefftz trial functions for the
element is shown in Table 1.1. We can clearly see that by scaling the Trefftz functions
using characteristic lengths, the resulting Haa have significantly smaller condition
numbers.
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Rm

Rc

Figure 1.5 Illustrations of the characteristic lengths.
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Figure 1.6 An element with a spherical inclusion/void used for the condition number test.

Table 1.1 Condition number of coefficient matrices Haa used to relate a;b;g to q.

Elastic inclusion Void

Characteristic length Scaled Not scaled Scaled Not scaled

Condition number 1.08 � 103 3.7 � 1035 2.8 � 103 2.6 � 1035
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1.2.6 Algorithm for the implementation of computational
grains

The inter-CG compatible displacement field eum is assumed at vUe with Wachspress
coordinates as nodal shape functions. Fig. 1.7 shows the Wachspress coordinates
for one node of a regular pentagon, which may be the surface of a polyhedral CG.

Using matrix and vector notations, we have:

eum ¼ eNmq at vUe (1.36)

The displacement field in Ue
m and its corresponding traction field tm at vUe

m; vU
e
c

are:

um ¼ Nma in Ue
m

tm ¼ Rma at vUe
m; vU

e
c

(1.37)

It should be noted that Nm and Rm are Trefftz trial function matrices, which were
introduced in the previous sections.

When an elastic inclusion is to be considered, the Trefftz displacement field in the
inclusion is independently assumed. We have:

uc ¼ Ncb in Ue
c

tc ¼ Rcb at vUe
c

(1.38)

1

1
0.5

0
–0.5

–1 –1
–0.5

0
0.5

1

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0

Figure 1.7 Wachspress coordinates as nodal shape functions.
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Therefore, finite element equations can be derived using the following three-field
boundary variational principle (Eq. 1.20), which can be written in the matrix form:

P1ða;b;qÞ¼
X
e

�� aTHaaaþ 1=2aTGaqq� qTQþ aTGabb

þ 1=2bTHbbb
�

(1.39)

This leads to finite element equations:

d

(
q

b

)T
24GT

aqH
�1
aaGaq GT

aqH
�1
aaGab

GT
abH

�1
aaGaq GT

abH
�1
aaGab þHbb

35( q

b

)
¼ d

(
q

b

)T(
Q

0

)
(1.40)

where

Gaq ¼
Z
vUe

RT
m
eNmdS

Gab ¼
Z
vUe

RT
mNcdS

Haa ¼
Z
vUeþvUe

c

RT
mNmdS

Hbb ¼
Z
vUe

c

RT
cNcdS

Q ¼
Z
Set

eNT
mtdS

(1.41)

This equation can be further simplified by static condensation:

X
e

��
k11� k12k

�1
22 k

T
12

�
q�Q

�
¼ 0 (1.42)

where

k11 ¼ GT
aqH

�1
aaGaq

k12 ¼ GT
aqH

�1
aaGab

k22 ¼ GT
abH

�1
aaGab þHbb

(1.43)
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When the element includes a void instead of an elastic inclusion, euc is merely
assumed at vUe

c. We have:

euc¼ eNcg at vUe
c (1.44)

We use the following variational principle (Eq. 1.20), which can be written in the
matrix form:

P2ða; q;gÞ¼
X
e

�� aTHaaaþ 1=2aTGaqq� qTQþ aTGagg
�

(1.45)

And corresponding finite element equations are:

d

(
q

g

)T
24GT

aqH
�1
aaGaq GT

aqH
�1
aaGag

GT
agH

�1
aaGaq GT

agH
�1
aaGag

35( q

g

)
¼ d

(
q

g

)T(
Q

0

)
(1.46)

where

Gag¼
Z
vUe

c

RT
m
eNcdS (1.47)

Similarly, this equation can be further simplified by static condensation.

1.2.7 Validation of computational grains

To evaluate the overall performances of mathematical CGs for modeling problems
with inclusions or voids, we consider the following problems: an infinite medium
with a spherical inclusion or void in it. Exact solutions can be obtained using Eshelby’s
solution and the equivalent inclusion method. For details of the exact solution, see
Ref. [1].

The material properties of the matrix are Em ¼ 1; nm ¼ 0:25. When an elastic in-
clusion is considered, the material properties of the inclusion are Ec ¼ 2; nc ¼ 0:3.
The magnitude of the remote tension P in the direction of x3 is equal to 1. The radius
of the inclusion/void is 1. For numerical implementation, the infinite medium is trun-
cated to a finite cube, as illustrated in Fig. 1.8. The length of each side of the truncated
cube is equal to 10. For both the two cases with an elastic inclusion or a void, only one
CG is used in the computational model. Traction boundary conditions are applied to
the outer boundary of the element. For each CG, the displacements of each node on
the lower surface are constrained to be the same as the exact solutions.

First, we compute the eigenvalues of the stiffness matrices of a single CG. This is
done in the original and rotated global Cartesian coordinate system. Numerical results
are shown in Table 1.2.
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As can clearly be seen, the CG is stable and invariant, because additional zero en-
ergy modes do not exist, and eigenvalues do not vary with respect to the change of
coordinate systems.

We also compare the computed s11 along axis x3, s33 along axis x1, to that of the
exact solution. As shown in Figs. 1.9 and 1.10, no matter an elastic inclusion or a void
is considered, and CGs always give very accurate computed stresses, even though only
one CG is used.

Figure 1.8 A spherical elastic inclusion or void under remote tension.

Table 1.2 Eigenvalues of stiffness matrices of different computational grains when an elastic
inclusion/void is considered.

Eigenvalues
Rotation[ 0 and
45 degrees Inclusion Void

1 2.3383 2.2681

2 1.0878 1.0640

3 1.0805 1.0564

4 0.8408 0.8632

5 0.8408 0.8241

6 0.8349 0.8241

7 0.6267 0.6278

8 0.6161 0.6113

9 0.6002 0.5963

10 0.6002 0.5963

Continued
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1.3 Computational grains for fiber composites

A typical RVE of 3D elastic fiber composites is shown in Fig. 1.11a. Details about al-
gorithms to construct random microstructures and to form the RVE can be found in
Ref. [3]. Here we just use the algorithms to build the RVE and focus on the CGmethod
itself. Using the meshing technology presented in Ref. [7], the RVE is discretized into
virtual polyhedral CG elements by tessellation methods that are based on the location
and size of heterogeneities, as illustrated in Fig. 1.11b. In each CG, an elastic fiber can
be included. Fig. 1.11c is a polyhedral CG with a fiber.

1.3.1 Multifield boundary variational principles for fiber
composites

In this subsection, multifield boundary variational principles for the CG method are
presented in detail. In the CG method, the constitutive equations, compatibility

Table 1.2 Eigenvalues of stiffness matrices of different computational grains when an elastic
inclusion/void is considered.dcont’d

Eigenvalues
Rotation[ 0 and
45 degrees Inclusion Void

11 0.5530 0.5707

12 0.5408 0.5707

13 0.5408 0.5602

14 0.5029 0.5029

15 0.2984 0.2994

16 0.2511 0.2518

17 0.2511 0.2518

18 0.1915 0.1978

19 0.1915 0.1978

20 0.1692 0.1726

21 0.1219 0.1257

22 0.0000 0.0000

23 0.0000 0.0000

24 0.0000 0.0000

25 0.0000 0.0000

26 0.0000 0.0000

27 0.0000 0.0000
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equations, and equilibrium equations are all a priori satisfied by the assumed Trefftz
functions for displacement fields in the matrix and the fiber individually, whereas
the interface/boundary conditions are to be satisfied in a weak sense from the stationar-
ity conditions of a scalar functional. The detailed discussion is given later. Another set
of displacement eu, which satisfies the inter-CG displacement continuity and essential
boundary conditions a priori, is introduced:

eu¼ u at Seu (1.48)
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Figure 1.9 Computed s11 along axis x3, s33 along axis x1 for the problem with an elastic
inclusion.
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Then the inter-CG traction reciprocity as well as the matrix/heterogeneity interface
conditions can be satisfied in a weak form by the condition of stationarity of the bound-
ary functional P3 (note that P3 is a boundary-only functional, since the equilibrium,
compatibility, and constitutive equations are all satisfied by the Trefftz functions
uk; k ¼ m or f):

P3

�eu; um; euf�¼
X
e

Z
vUm

1
2
tm $ umdS�

Z
vUm

tm $ eudSþ Z
St
t $ eudS

þ
Z
vUf

1
2
tf $ ufdS�

Z
vUf

tf $ eudS (1.49)
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Figure 1.10 Computed s11 along axis x3, s33 along axis x1 for the problem with a void.
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Figure 1.11 (a) An illustration of a matrix containing multiple inhomogeneities; (b) the RVE
after tessellation into virtual CGs; (c) a representative polyhedral CG with an inhomogeneity.
CGs, computational grains; RVE, representative volume element.
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which leads to EulereLagrange equations:

tm ¼ t at Set

tf ¼ t at Set

um ¼ eu at vUe
m

uf ¼ eu at vUe
f

tmþ þ tm� ¼ 0 at re

tm þ tf ¼ 0 at Ge

(1.50)

where Ge is the interface of the matrix and the fiber.

1.3.2 PapkovicheNeuber solutions with cylindrical harmonics

In this subsection, we give a brief introduction to the Trefftz trial functions used in the CG
method. For composites containing cylindrical fibers, the Trefftz trial functions are
expressed in terms of the PapkovicheNeuber solution, in which cylindrical harmonics
are employed.

For the fibers, as shown in Fig. 1.11c, the displacement field uf can be derived by
substituting the nonsingular harmonics:

Bf
p¼

Xpf1
l¼1

8<: a1lr
l cosðmqÞ þ a2lr

l sinðmqÞ

þ a3lzr
l cosðmqÞ þ a4lzr

l sinðmqÞ

9=;
þ
Xpf2
l¼1

(
b1l coshðnzÞJ0ðnrÞ þ b2l sinhðnzÞJ0ðnrÞ

þ b3l cosðnzÞI0ðnrÞ þ b4l sinðnzÞI0ðnrÞ

)

þ
Xpf3
l¼1

Xpf4
n¼1

8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>:

c1ln cosðnqÞcoshðlzÞJnðlrÞ þ c2ln sinðnqÞcoshðlzÞJnðlrÞ

þ c3ln cosðnqÞsinhðlzÞJnðlrÞ þ c4ln sinðnqÞsinhðlzÞJnðlrÞ

þ c5ln cosðnqÞcosðlzÞInðlrÞ þ c6ln sinðnqÞcosðlzÞInðlrÞ

þ c7ln cosðnqÞsinðlzÞInðlrÞ þ c8ln sinðnqÞsinðlzÞInðlrÞ

9>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>;
(1.51)

into:

uf ¼ ufp ¼
h
4
�
1� nf

�
Bf
pþR $VBf

p�RV $Bf
p

i
=2mf (1.52)
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The displacement field um in the matrix is the summation of ump (the nonsingular
part) and umk (the singular part, with the singularity located at the center of the inclu-
sion). ump can be derived by substituting:

Bm
p ¼

Xpm1
l¼1

8<: e1lr
l cosðmqÞ þ e2lr

l sinðmqÞ

þ e3lzr
l cosðmqÞ þ e4lzr

l sinðmqÞ

9=;
þ
Xpm2
l¼1

(
f1l coshðnzÞJ0ðnrÞ þ f2l sinhðnzÞJ0ðnrÞ

þ f3l cosðnzÞI0ðnrÞ þ f4l sinðnzÞI0ðnrÞ

)

þ
Xpm3
l¼1

Xpm4
n¼1

8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>:

g1ln cosðnqÞcoshðlzÞJnðlrÞ þ g2ln sinðnqÞcoshðlzÞJnðlrÞ

þ g3ln cosðnqÞsinhðlzÞJnðlrÞ þ g4ln sinðnqÞsinhðlzÞJnðlrÞ

þ g5ln cosðnqÞcosðlzÞInðlrÞ þ g6ln sinðnqÞcosðlzÞInðlrÞ

þ g7ln cosðnqÞsinðlzÞInðlrÞ þ g8ln sinðnqÞsinðlzÞInðlrÞ

9>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>;
(1.53)

into:

ump ¼
h
4ð1� vmÞBm

p þR $VBm
p �RV $Bm

p

i
=2mm (1.54)

and ukm can be derived by substituting

Bm
k ¼

Xkm1
l¼1

8<: h1lr
�l cosðlqÞ þ h2mr�l sinðlqÞ

þ h3lzr
�l cosðlqÞ þ h4lzr

�l sinðlqÞ

9=;
þ
Xkm2
l¼1

(
i1l coshðlzÞY0ðlrÞ þ i2l sinhðlzÞY0ðlrÞ

þ i3l cosðlzÞK0ðlrÞ þ i4l sinðlzÞK0ðlrÞ

)

þ
Xkm3
n¼1

Xkm4
l¼1

8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>:

j1ln cosðlqÞcoshðnzÞYlðnrÞ þ j2ln sinðlqÞcoshðnzÞYlðnrÞ

þ j3ln cosðlqÞsinhðnzÞYlðnrÞ þ j4ln sinðlqÞsinhðnzÞYlðnrÞ

þ j5ln cosðlqÞcosðnzÞKlðnrÞ þ j6ln sinðlqÞcosðnzÞKlðnrÞ

þ j7ln cosðlqÞsinðnzÞKlðnrÞ þ j8ln sinðlqÞsinðnzÞKlðnrÞ

9>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>;
(1.55)
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into:

umk ¼ �
4ð1� vÞBm

k �VR $Bm
k

�
=2mm (1.56)

Then the displacement field um in the matrix can be expressed as:

um ¼ ump þ umk (1.57)

where Jn, In, Yn, Kn are Bessel functions.

1.3.3 Stiffness matrix and algorithmic implementation of
computational grains

For the CGs containing fibers, the inter-CG compatible displacement field eu is
assumed at vUe. Using matrix and vector notations, we have:

eu¼ eNq at vUe (1.58)

The displacement field in Ue
m and its corresponding traction field tm at vUe

m as:

um ¼ Nma in Ue
m

tm ¼ Rma at vUe
m

(1.59)

It should be noted that Nm and Rm are Trefftz trial function matrices.
The Trefftz displacement field in the fiber is independently assumed. We have:

uf ¼ Nfb in Ue
f

tf ¼ Rfb at vUe
f

(1.60)

Therefore, finite element equations can be derived using the following three-field
boundary variational principle (Eq. 1.49), which can be written in the matrix form:

P3ða;b; qÞ¼
X
e


1
2
aTHaaa�aTGaqqþ qTQþ 1

2
bTHbbb� bTGbqq

�
(1.61)

This leads to finite element equations:X
e

��
GT

aqH
�1
aaGaqþGT

bqH
�1
bbGbq

�
qe�Q

�
¼ 0 (1.62)
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where

Gaq ¼
Z
vUe

m

RT
m
eNdS

Gbq ¼
Z
vUe

f

RT
f
eNdS

Haa ¼
Z
vUe

m

RT
mNmdS

Hbb ¼
Z
vUe

f

RT
f NfdS

Q ¼
Z
Set

eNT
tdS

(1.63)

1.3.4 Validation of computational grains

To evaluate the overall performances of mathematical CGs for modeling problems
with fibers, we consider the following problems: an infinite medium with a cylindrical
fiber in it. Exact solutions can be obtained using Eshelby’s solution and the equivalent
inclusion method. For details of the exact solution, see Ref. [1].

The material properties of the matrix and the fiber are Em ¼ 1; nm ¼ 0:25, Ef ¼
2; nf ¼ 0:3, respectively. The magnitude of the remote tension P in the direction of
x2 is equal to 1. The radius of the fiber is 1. For numerical implementation, the infinite
medium is truncated to a finite cube, as illustrated in Fig. 1.12. The length of each side
of the truncated cube is equal to 100. For this example, only one CG is used in the

Figure 1.12 A cylindrical fiber under remote tension.
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computational model. Traction boundary conditions are applied to the outer boundary
of the element. For each CG, the displacements of each node on the lower surface are
constrained to be the same as the exact solutions. We compare the computed s11 along
axis x2, s22 along axis x1, to that of the exact solution. As shown in Fig. 1.13, CGs
always give very accurate computed stresses, even though only one CG is used.

1.4 Modeling of composites with computational grains

1.4.1 Materials homogenization with computational grains

The mesh of an RVE using the CG method is generally nonperiodic so that periodic
boundary conditions cannot be directly enforced in a node-to-node fashion.
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Figure 1.13 Computed s11 along axis x2, s22 along axis x1 for the problem with a fiber.
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Thus, here we illustrate how the periodic boundary conditions are enforced for CGs
without periodic meshing. Fig. 1.14 is a schematic diagram for an RVE after tessel-
lation. For each node Aþ at vUþ, there is a corresponding point A�at vU�by projec-
tion. One can locate A� in a specific polygonal surface of one CG at vU�. And thus,
by using the nodal interpolation function of the Wachspress coordinates, the first
equation in Eq. (1.19) can be written as:

u
�
xþ

�� eNm
�
x�

�
u
�
x�

� ¼ ε $
�
xþ � x�

�
(1.64)

where eNm is the interpolation function. By applying Eq. (1.64) for every node on vUþ
of the RVE, the following constraint equation is obtained:

Mq¼ g (1.65)

where q denotes the displacement vector of all nodes. This constraint can be enforced
using the penalty method.

After solving the global stiffness matrix equation of an RVE together with the con-
straints periodic boundary conditions, s and ε can be calculated. For elastic materials,
the average tangent moduli Ceff can be solved by the linear relation of the macrostress
tensor s and the macrostrain tensor ε:

s¼Ceff : ε (1.66)

Up to now, we have discussed in detail the entire set of steps to model particulate
composites and porous materials. By embedding all these steps in an in-house CG
code, an entirely automatic and highly efficient process of micromechanics simulation
and homogenization is realized. One should, however, notice that, while taking advan-
tages of analytical methods such as the PapkovicheNeuber solution and harmonic
functions, the current methodology is very much different from the analytical micro-
mechanics approaches such as the self-consistent method and variational bounds (see
Refs. [1,8]). The current methodology consisted of direct numerical simulations by
CGs is indeed a highly accurate and efficient numerical approach, where random dis-
tributions of particles and pores can be easily considered, and stress concentrations in

A–

A+

1

2
3

4

5

Figure 1.14 Illustrations of imposing periodic boundary conditions.
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and around heterogeneities can be directly captured, as well as obtaining the homog-
enized material properties simply through computation.

Now we give examples of using CGs for materials homogenization. In the first
example, a unit cell model of Al/SiC material is considered. The material properties
are EAl ¼ 74GPa, nAl ¼ 0:33, ESiC ¼ 410GPa, nSiC ¼ 0:19. The volume fraction
of SiC is 20%. This model was studied in Ref. [2], using around 76,000 10-node tetra-
hedral elements with ABAQUS. However, in this chapter, we use just one CG (see in
Fig. 1.15). As shown in Table 1.3, although only one CG is used, the homogenized
Young’s modulus is quite close to what is obtained by using round 76,000 10-node
tetrahedral elements with ABAQUS.

In the second example, the response surface of Eh (the effective Young’s Modulus)
with respect to EAl and ESiC, with different volume fractions of SiC is investigated. In
this example, random microstructures with multiple inclusions are generated and used
as RVEs, and the periodic boundary conditions are applied. Three typical RVEs
automatically generated, with different volume fractions, as shown in Fig. 1.16. By
performing CG simulations with different values of EAl and ESiC, we can obtain the
relation between the effective Young’s Modulus Eh and the modulus of each constit-
uent material. As can be seen from Fig. 1.17, at specific volume fractions of SiC, Eh

demonstrates significant variations with respect to EAl and ESiC.

1.4.2 Parallel computation and direct numerical simulation of
composites

Although CGs have shown high efficiency in modeling an RVE containing a small
number of inclusions [9e12], parallel computation may further reduce computational

Figure 1.15 The mesh of an Al/SiC unit cell model using: (a) a large number of 10-node
tetrahedral elements with ABAQUS; (b) one computational grain.

Table 1.3 Homogenized Young’s modulus using different methods.

Method Young’s modulus (GPa)

CG 103.8

ABAQUS 100.0

CG, computational grain.
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time when simulating an RVE containing a large number of inclusions. In this
section, to accelerate the analysis, parallel computation is implemented. The flow-
chart of the parallel algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 1.18. The CG analysis starts
with input and initialization of the data structure with given CGs, material properties,
constraints, and loads. The next step is to determine the number of parallel threads.
Suppose there are n CGs after tessellation and k parallel threads for computation.
Each of first n-1 parallel threads should compute and assemble the stiffness matrices
of ½n=k� CGs ( x½ � rounds x to the nearest integer). The last parallel thread should
compute and assemble the stiffness matrices of the rest of the CGs. Finally, we
can solve the system of equations with the assembled global stiffness matrix to obtain
the nodal displacements.

In this subsection, examples of directly computing the microscale stress distribu-
tions and concentrations using CGs are given. Firstly, we study an RVE of Al/SiC
material, with n randomly distributed spherical SiC particles. The RVE is shown in
Fig. 1.19, discretized with n currently discussed CGs. The material properties of Al
and SiC are the same as those in the last example. The size of the RVE is
100 mm � 100 mm � 100 mm. A uniform tensile stress of 100 MPa is applied in
the x3 direction. CGs are used to study the microscopic stress distribution in
the RVE. The time for modeling 100, 1000, and 10,000 spherical inclusions
with/without parallel computation are listed in Table 1.4. Fig. 1.20 shows the
computed stress distributions of s33 for these three cases. While the inclusions
are presenting a relative uniform stress state, the stress distributions in the matrix
show high concentration. To be more specific, high stress concentration is observed
near the inclusions, in the direction that is parallel to the direction of loading. On
the other hand, at the locations near the inclusions, in the direction that is perpen-
dicular to the direction of loading, very low stress values are observed. This gives
us the idea at where damages are more likely to initiate and develop, for materials
reinforced by stiffer particles. As seen from Table 1.4, the CPU time needed for the
simulation has been significantly reduced after employing parallel computation.
Using the CG method with parallel computation, an RVE with 10,000 inclusions
can be simulated within 50 min. Considering the procedure is also entirely
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Figure 1.16 Three typical RVEs generated by the RVE construction algorithm with different
volume fractions. RVE, representative volume element.
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Figure 1.18 The flowchart of the parallel algorithm for computational grains.

Figure 1.19 An RVE with n spherical inclusions. RVE, representative volume element.

Table 1.4 Time needed for the CG method.

n 100 1000 10,000

Without parallel algorithm 360.28s 2886.23s 30,819.18s

With parallel algorithm 38.17s 254.32s 2857.74s

CG, computational grain.
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automatic, where in the RVE construction, Voronoi tessellation, and CG computa-
tion are efficiently executed, a direct numerical simulation of the composite
material is indeed achieved. This is probably impossible when the traditional
FEM is used, where thousands of simple finite elements are needed to model a
single CG [2].

1.5 Summary

This chapter discussed the development of 3D polyhedral CGs for a simple and
direct numerical simulation for homogenization and micromechanical stress/strain
analysis of particle/fiber composites. In this model, the Trefftz displacement trial
functions, which satisfy the Navier’s equations, are constructed from Papkoviche
Neuber general solutions. Derivation of these functions in terms of spherical/cylin-
drical harmonics is a major contribution. Algorithms regarding the development of
stiffness matrices of CGs, and the enforcement of periodic boundary conditions, are
also discussed in detail. Various numerical examples are given to demonstrate the
power of the developed CG model. Compared with analytical methods such as the
self-consistent method and variational bounds [1,8], the current methodology
featuring direct numerical simulations by CGs can automatically and efficiently
model random distributions of particles and fibers, as well as directly and accurately
simulate stress concentrations around heterogeneities. These results of interfacial
stresses are of paramount importance in studying the initiation of damage near
inclusions/fibers.
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2.1 Durability with uncertainty: engineer’s second
fundamental problem

2.1.1 What is durability?

All material systems, whether manmade or natural, simple1 or composite,2 are useful
and important to some segments of the society simply because they answer “yes” to
both of the following two questions in engineering [1]3:

First fundamental problem (feasibility): Does it work?
Second fundamental problem (durability): Does it last, and how long?
In general, the first question is easier to answer than the second (durability, or, more

specifically, the time to failure) because the amount of knowledge we already have to
answer “yes” to the feasibility question is larger than that for answering the second for
either a simple or composite material system. In other words, there are more facts and
less “uncertainty” in the knowledge base and modeling tools for inferring an answer to
feasibility than durability.

Owing to the presence of uncertainty, neither of the above two questions can be
answered for sure. For example, there is the uncertainty due to sampling, as we
conduct a limited number of tests to characterize the strength of a base metal that
goes into an I-beam of a building. Another obvious source of uncertainty is due to
scaling when we use small-size specimens to predict that their laboratory test results
apply to the full-scale structures. A third common source of uncertainty is due to
modeling, as we make plausible yet unproven assumptions in the analysis to predict
how durable a product will be without knowing the full future loading environment.
As a result, the best we could do to answer the durability question is to

(1) gather facts and comparable observations,
(2) analyze the problem assuming a set of known and hypothetical laws and conditions, and
(3) infer an answer on durability with uncertainty using an appropriate set of statistical tools.

The purpose of this chapter is, therefore, twofold:

(1) We will define and quantify seven types of uncertainty in data and modeling in general and
introduce eight statistical tools to compute.

(2) We will define and quantify four types of durability with uncertainty (DuU) and provide for
each type an example of how to use one or more of the eight tools to compute.

To accomplish the goal (1), we will first introduce in Section 2.1.2 the fundamental
concept of uncertainty. In this chapter, we will first list seven distinct types of data or
model uncertainties, and then introduce eight statistical tools to compute the uncer-
tainties. Finally, in Sections 2.3e2.8, we will fully define the seven uncertainties
and show examples of how to use the statistical tools to compute.

1 A simple material system is one for which all its failure mechanisms are assumed to be fully understood.
2 A composite material system consists of two or more simple systems with intersystem failure mechanisms
either fully or partially understood.

3 The number in square brackets denotes a reference listed in Section 2.15 of this chapter.
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